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IN THE COURT OF SPECIAL RAILWAY MAGISTRATE, KAMRUP

C.R. CASE 929c/15

State

-Vs-

                                                 Md. Motiur Rahman & Anr.

PRESENT- Sri Devojyoti Bhuyan, Special Railway Magistrate 1st class, Guwahati

For the Prosecution ............... Sri Swatantra Kumar .......... Learned P.P/N.F.Rly/GHY

For the accused persons ………….. Smt. Juthika Chakraborty, Smt. Anjali Sarma,  Smt. 
Gitika Medhi, Sri B. Deka, Sri T. Kalita & Sri N.K. Das ...........Learned Counsels

Date of  prosecution evidence-  17-06-2016,  11-07-2016,  29-07-2016,  17-08-2016, 
26-09-2016 and 05-10-2016.

Date of Argument ........... 02-01-17 & 12-01-2017

Date of Judgment .......... 24-01-2017

U/S 143 of Railways Act, 1989

Judgment

1.   The case of the prosecution in brief is that on 16-06-2015 Sri R.K.Bezbaruah,  
IPF/GHY along with CB/ Kamal Hussain of RPF/Post/GHY, CT/Hanif Ali of CIB/GHY, 
HC/Apurba Das of ASC Office GHY under the supervision of ASC/RPF/GHY conducted 
drive from 09:30 hours against the persons carrying on unauthorised business of 
procuring  and  supplying  of  railway  tickets  at  Guwahati  Railway  Passenger 
Reservation System (PRS). In course of the drive they noticed that one person was 
standing in the queue in front of counter No. 07 of Guwahati PRS for “Tatkal” ticket. 
The said person was also previously seen in the Guwahati PRS purchasing Railway 
tickets on many occasions. At about 10/05 hours when the person came out from the 
queue after procuring Tatkal ticket they detained the person on suspicion and during 
interrogation  the  person  confessed  his  involvement  in  the  business  of  illegal 
procuring and supplying of Railway tickets. On checking recovered one Rly Tatkal 
journey  ticket  vide  PNR  No.  374-2549897  for  T/No.  12552  from  Kamakhya  to 
Chennai Central dated 17-06-2015, two nos. of filled up reservation forms, eight nos. 
of blank reservation/cancellation forms and cash Rs. 890/-, which was seized from 
his possession in presence of witnesses at the spot at about 10:30 hours. On further  
interrogation the person disclosed his name as Matiur Rahman @ Dhan 24 yrs, S/O 
Md. Jainal Ali, Vill- Fakirtola, P.S. & Dist- Nalbari (Assam) Temporary address- C/O 
Adbul Ali, Noonmati last gate (Near Jame Masjid) P.S.- Noonmati, Dist- Kamrup (M) 
Assam. Hence the person has been taken into custody and brought to RPF/Post/Ghy. 
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The  accused  person  along  with  seized  materials  and  seizure  list  were  produced 
before IPF/GHY for taking necessary action as per provision of law. In this regard 
IPF/GHY registered a case vide no. 226/15 U/S 143 of Railways Act dated 16-06-
2015 and endorsed to Binod Kr. Yadav SI/RPF/GHY for enquiry and submit report. 

2.   After  the  completion  of  the  enquiry  of  this  case  the  enquiry  officer  (E.O.) 
submitted  the  prosecution  report  against  the  accused  persons  namely  Matiur 
Rahman @ Dhan 24  yrs,  S/O Md.  Jainal  Ali,  Vill-  Fakirtola,  P.S.  &  Dist-  Nalbari  
(Assam) and Sri Rajesh Bhowmick 32 yrs, S/O Sri Subhas Bhowmick, Vill- Station 
Road Railway Colony, GHY Rly Station, P.S.- Latasil, Dist- Kamrup, Assam U/S 143 
Railways Act (R.A.). Finding a prima facie material this court took cognizance of the 
offence. After hearing both sides this court framed charge U/S 143 R.A. and the 
particulars of the offence were read over and explained to the accused persons after 
furnishing the copies to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.     

3.  During trial to prove its case the prosecution examined 08 (eight) numbers of 
witnesses namely PW-1 Sri Ranjit Kr. Bezbaruah; PW-2 Md. Kamal Hussain; PW-3 Sri 
Binod  Kr.  Yadav;  PW-4  Sri  K.N.Devpujari;  PW-5  Md.  Hanif  Ali;  PW-6  Sri  Ganesh 
Bhandari  Chetrry;  PW-7  Sri  Sanjay  Dutta  and  PW-8  Sri  Ram  Palat  Yadav  as 
prosecution witness. Statement of the accused persons U/S 313 Cr.P.C is recorded in 
a separate form, wherein they pleaded themselves to be innocent. On the contrary 
the defence adduce none as defence witness. 

4.   Heard  the  arguments  of  learned  counsels  on  both  sides.  Gone  through  the 
evidence on record.

5. Points for determination:

     Whether the accused persons on 16-06-2015 at Guwahati Railway Passenger 
Reservation System (PRS) were found in the illegal business of Railway tickets and 
committed an offence u/s 3(a) R.P.(UP) Act or not?

6. Discussion, Decision and Reason Thereof:

     Now let me at the outset, consider the evidence on record before deciding the 
points for determination.

       PW1 in his evidence deposed that on 16-06-2015 while serving as IPF/GHY 
along with CT/Kamal Hussain, CT/CIB/Hanif Ali and HC/ASC Ofice/Ghy Apurba Das 
under the supervision of ASC/Ghy conducted drive against illegal business of railway 
ticket  from morning  07:00  hours  at  Guwahati  PRS.  Then  after  some  time  they 
noticed one young person at Counter No. 7 who had been also previously seen on 
many occasion at PRS. Thereafter on suspicion they detained the said person at 
about 10:05 hours and conducted search from which one Tatkal ticket vide PNR No. 
674-2549897  (Kamakhya  to  Chennai  Central  )  along  with  two  nos.  of  filled  up 
reservation  form  in  the  name  of  other  persons  and  eight  nos.  of 
reservation/cancellation  forms  were  recovered.  On  interrogation  he  disclosed  his 
name as Motiur Rahman and stated his involvement in the business of railway ticket 
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along with one namely Rajesh Bhowmik. He then seized (Exhibit 2) the ticket, filled-
up form and reservation/cancellation form along with cash amount of Rs. 890/- in 
presence of other official  witness and one local witness namely Sudhakar Nayak. 
Thereafter  the  seized  materials  along  with  the  said  person  was  taken  into  the 
RPF/Post/GHY and lodged a complaint (Exhibit 1). On the basis of it registered a 
case vide no. 226/15 U/S 143 of Railways Act and endorsed to SI/RPF/Ghy B.K.Yadav 
for conducting enquiry. He identified the accused Motiur Rahman in the court and 
also seen the seized ticket, filled-up forms and other blank forms (Material Exhibit 1, 
2 & 3). During cross examination he stated that the passenger of the Tatkal ticket 
was interrogated or not can only be stated by the E.O. of the case. He has not  
mentioned in the complaint from whom the accused person has received money for 
procuring ticket. He could not say that the writing in the filled-up forms and the 
writing of the accused in the seizure list are the same. He did not enquired about the 
name mentioned in the filled-up form or conducted any enquiry of them. He has not 
mentioned in the complaint in particular about the accused person who engaged 
himself in the transaction of the railway ticket. He denied the suggestion that the 
filled-up forms and the blank forms were not recovered from the possession of the 
accused person and both the accused person are falsely implicated into the case. 

       PW2 in his evidence deposed that on 16-06-2015 he along with IPF/GHY and 
staff under the supervision of ASC/GHY conducted drive against illegal railway ticket 
business at Guwahati PRS at about 09:50 of morning hours. Thereafter they noticed 
one young person at Counter No. 7 who was also previously seen on many occasions 
at the PRS. They then stated to vigil him and at about 10:00 hours when the said 
person came out from the counter was detained and on searching him one Tatkal 
ticket ( dated 17-06-2015 Kamakhya –Chennai Central), two filled up form and eight 
nos.  of  blank  forms  and  cash  amount  of  Rs.  890/-  was  recovered  from  his 
possession. On interrogation he stated that he had collected the ticket  for  other 
persons. Thereafter the IPF/GHY seized the recovered materials in presence of the 
staff and one local witness namely Sudhakar Nayak and he put his signature [Exhibit 
2(4)]  in  the  seizure  list  along  with  other  witnesses  and  the  accused  person. 
Thereafter  the  accused  person  was  brought  to  RPF/Post/GHY.  He  has  seen  the 
accused person in the court. During cross examination he stated that he did not 
know in whose name the Tatkal ticket was booked. He denied the suggestion that 
the accused person was made involved in the case for some quarrel with IPF/GHY. 
He denied the suggestion that the filled-up forms found from the accused person 
were  later  filled-up.  He  denied  the  suggestion  that  the  recovered  Tatkal  ticket 
belongs to the inmates of the accused. 

       PW3 in his evidence deposed that on 16-06-2015 while serving as SI/RPF/GHY 
was endorsed a case vide no. 226/15 U/S 143 of Railways Act dated 16-06-2015 for 
causing enquiry and was handed over one complaint, seized items and one accused 
person  namely  Motiur  Rahman.  During  enquiry  he  recorded  the  statement  of 
passenger Ganesh Bhandar Chetrry where it was mentioned that the responsibility 
for  booking  of  ticket  was  entrusted  to  Rajesh  Bhowmik  as  he  has  to  go  on 
emergency to Chennai  for  admission of  his  daughter  with excess  amount  of  Rs. 
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300/- and also informed him to collect the ticket from Motiur Rahman on 16-06-
2015. He then seized the voter ID card from the passenger and returned it back to 
his custody (Exhibit 4). Thereafter he recorded the confessional statement (Exhibit 6) 
of the accused Motiur Rahman in presence of one independent witness Ram Palat 
Yadav. Then he visited the place of occurrence and prepared sketch map (Exhibit 5). 
Thereafter he seized the original passenger requisition from PRS Guwahati and after 
obtaining the certified copy (Exhibit  8 & 9) of it  returned back to the custodian 
(Exhibit 7). He recorded the statement of ARS/GHY Sri Sanjay Dutta who issued the 
ticket. Then he recorded the statement (Exhibit 11) of co-accused Rajesh Bhowmik 
where he stated that the responsible of the procuring the said ticket was taken by 
him and as he appeared with anticipatory bail he was allowed to go. Thereafter he 
recorded all the relevant witnesses and after completion of enquiry finding prima 
facie materials against the accused persons he submitted Prosecution Report (Exhibit 
3) U/S 143 of Railways Act against them. He identified the accused persons in the 
court.  During  cross  examination he stated that  the requisition  form as exhibited 
contains of the signature of the applicant of Ganesh Bhandari Chetrry. The requisition 
form as exhibited Ext.1 contains the name of accused Motiur Rahman as applicant. 
He  denied  the  suggestion  that  he  recorded  the  statement  of  both  the  accused 
persons as per his will.  He denied the suggestion that the signature of both the 
accused person at confessional statement was not at the below of the statement and 
the signature of the accused was taken in blank papers. He visited the place of  
occurrence on next date of occurrence. He had not figured the passenger present 
during the incident as witness. He denied the suggestion that the accused person did 
not stated that they did not procured any Tatkal ticket. He denied the suggestion 
that  both the accused persons  were falsely  implicated into  the case.  He further 
stated that some other person may procure ticket for others. The passenger Ganesh 
Bhandari Chetrry was known to the accused before the incident.  

       PW4 in his evidence deposed that on 15-07-2015 while he was discharging his 
duty as CRS/PRS/GHY RPF seized from his one filled-up requisition form and one 
photo copy of ID Card of Sri Ganesh Bhandari Chetrry which was again given back to  
the custody (Exhibit 7). He gave the true copy of the documents (Exhibit 8 & 9) 
certified by him to RPF. During cross examination he stated that RPF did not give any 
application to provide certified copy of the documents. He further stated that he did 
not have the original documents of the copies certified by him and he certified the 
copy after visiting the photo copy of the documents.          

       PW5 in his evidence deposed that on 16-05-2015 while serving as CT/CIB/GHY 
along  with  IPF/GHY  and  staff  conducted  drive  at  PRS  Guwahati.  Thereafter  at 
counter no. 7 they noticed one person in suspicious condition. Thereafter the said 
person was detained after coming out the counter and on searching found one Tatkal 
ticket (Kamakhya to Chennai central) and two nos. of filled-up form, eight nos. of 
blank form along with some amount of money. On interrogation the said person 
disclosed his name as Motiur Rahman and stated that the said ticket was given to 
procure  by  Rajesh  Bhowmik.  Thereafter  the  recovered  materials  were  seized  by 
IPF/GHY and he put his signature [Exhibit 2(5)] in the seizure list along with one 
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local witness. Thereafter the said person was taken into the custody and brought to 
RPF/Post/GHY. During cross examination he stated that the accused person Motiur 
Rahman disclosed that he has procured the ticket as told by Rajesh Bhowmik. He 
denied  the  suggestion  that  accused  Motiur  Rahman  did  not  state  the  name  of 
accused Rajesh Bhowmik. He did not enquire the people in the counter in which the 
Motiur Rahman procured the ticket. He denied suggestion that he deposed falsely in 
the court against the accused. He did not see any evidence of the involvement of  
both the accused persons on previous occasion in the case record. He denied the 
suggestion that as both the accused involved quarrel with RPF so the accused person 
was falsely implicated into the case. He denied the suggestion that no any form was 
recovered from the apprehended accused.  

       PW6 in his evidence deposed that the matter was of 15 or 16-07-2015 and on 
that day due to emergency relating to the admission of his daughter he came to PRS 
Guwahati for procuring Tatkal ticket. Then after waiting in the line for half an hour 
and  feeling  physically  not  well  he  met  Rajesh  Bhowmik  there  during  that  time. 
Rajesh Bhowmik was known to him as he was a customer of his dairy business and 
he stated that he would help to procure the ticket.  Accordingly he furnished his 
photo copy of  ID proof to Motiur  Rahman as he was with Rajesh Bhowmik and 
thereafter he went to his home. Then again when he came back for the ticket he 
came to know that RPF apprehended Motiur Rahman. He went to the RPF post and 
the RPF seized his  original  ID proof  and which was again  returned back to  the 
custody (Exhibit  4). Thereafter RPF obtained his signature in four papers. During 
cross examination he stated that he knew the accused from before and procured the 
ticket as they knew him. They did not demand extra charge for procuring the ticket.  
He did not know what was written in his statement given to the RPF.

       PW7 in his evidence deposed that on 16-06-2015 while discharging morning 
shift duty at Guwahati PRS counter no. 7 the requisition form as exhibited in the 
court was furnished by passenger to which one Tatkal ticket was issued by him. The 
said  form  consist  name  of  Ganesh  Bahadur  Chetrry  (M)  and  S.  Chetrry  (F)  as 
passenger and the journey from Kamakhya to Chennai Central by AC-3 tier. The ID 
proof affixed with the requisition form was in the name of the Ganesh Bhandari  
Chetrry. His cross examination was declined. 

       PW8 in his evidence deposed that on 17-06-2015 the accused Motiur Rahman 
was  apprehended by  RPF at  PRS Guwahati  for  procuring  railway  ticket  of  other 
passenger with extra charge. Thereafter SI/B.K.Yadav called him to RPF post and in 
his  presence recorded the statement (Exhibit  6) of  accused where he stated his 
involvement  in  the  business  of  railway  ticket  and  he  has  been  involved  in  this 
business  prior  to  it  along  with  Rajesh  Bhowmik  as  his  associate.  During  cross 
examination he stated that he came to know the name of Motiur Rahman after being 
arrested by the RPF. The accused Motiur Rahman was in the counter no. 7 from 
morning  05:30  hours  and  at  that  time  he  was  inside  the  station  during  which 
accused Motiur Rahman was also present there. Motiur Rahman was apprehended at 
about 05:45 hours by RPF. The Exhibit 6(3) was signed by him at RPF post and he 
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was tutored before giving his evidence before the court. The incident took place at 
Guwahati  Railway  Station  and  he  had  not  seen  the  incident.  He  denied  the 
suggestion that the Motiur Rahman was not involved in this case. He could identify 
the accused Motiur Rahman on sight.    

7.    Now appreciating the evidence of PWs, it appears from the evidence of PW-1 
the  complainant  of  the  case  that  the  accused  person  Motiur  Rahman  was 
apprehended from PRS/Guwahati with a Tatkal ticket in the name of other passenger, 
two filled-up reservation form containing the name of other passengers and eight 
nos. of blank reservation/cancellation form. Further during interrogation he admitted 
his involvement in the touting of railway ticket and stated the name of other co-
accused Rajesh Bhowmik in whose direction he has procured the ticket. Thus an 
offence U/S 143 of Railways Act seems to be committed.  

8.    Now for proving the charge U/S 143 R.A. against the accused persons let us go 
through  the  relevant  part  of  the  section  constituting  the  offence  which  can  be 
simplified as “if any person other than a railway servant or agent assigned in this  
behalf (a) carries on the business of procuring and supplying tickets for travel on a 
railway or for reserved accommodation for journey in a train or (b) purchases or sells  
or attempt to purchase or sell tickets with a view to carrying on any business either 
by himself or by any other person” shall come within the ambit of the offence.  

9.    Now coming to the evidence of prosecution side, it appears from the version of 
PW-1,  the  complainant  of  the  case  that  the  accused  Motiur  Rahman  was 
apprehended with one railway tatkal ticket and two filled-up forms and eight blank 
forms from his custody at Guwahati PRS. This fact has been corroborated from the 
evidence of PW2 and PW5, the Seizure Witness who were also part of the party who 
conduct  the drive  and found  the accused person at  the Guwahati  PRS with the 
recovery of tatkal ticket and others forms from his custody. Further the booking of 
the said tatkal ticket in the name of the other passengers is confirmed from the 
version of PW-7 who issued the ticket in the name of the passengers. Finally during 
the enquiry of the case the E.O. of the case recorded the confessional statement of 
both the accused persons where they have confessed the guilt of the involvement in 
the business of railway ticket and the entrusting of booking of the recovered ticket to 
the accused is  also confirmed from the evidence of  PW6. Hence considering the 
evidence of prosecution it appears that the accused person has booked the ticket in 
the name of other passenger and the recovery of the filled-up form from accused 
Motiur Rahman has surfaced the fact that he was in due process for procuring the 
ticket in the name of other passengers.  

10.    During the defence the accused persons submitted that they were not involved 
in the business of procuring the railway tickets but the single ticket recovered from 
the accused was procured not as  purpose of  any business  but only  to  help  the 
passenger who quite well known to them.  

11.   The defence counsel in his argument stated that the seized ticket was procured 
by the accused person not for any business purpose as it is does not reflected from 
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the evidence of PWs, that they have taken any excess charge for the ticket collected  
or demanded from the passenger who appears as PW-6 and has clearly stated that 
as he was not in sound health and been able to procure the ticket seek the help of 
the accused person who is well known to him for procuring the ticket without any 
excess charge. Further the local witness claimed by the prosecution present during 
the seizure of the materials from the accused person apart from the official witnesses 
remained unexamined to prove the fact that the filled up forms and other forms for 
procuring  the  ticket  were  recovered  from  the  possession  of  the  accused.   The 
prosecution has also failed to make any enquiry about filled-up forms by examining 
any passengers whose name was written in the ticket or verify the signatures and 
the writings existed in the forms to be of the apprehended accused to come up with  
clean  hands  that  the  seized  forms  were  recovered  from  the  possession  of  the 
accused.  In  the  aforesaid  circumstances,  the  defence  vehemently  denied  the 
accusation made by the prosecution that the accused persons were involved in the 
illegal  business  of  procuring railway ticket  as a single  ticket  in  the name of  the 
passenger who is quite known to both the accused can not be considered of the 
involvement of the accused persons in any kind of business of procuring of railway 
tickets. 

12.  Here, if we come to the literal meaning of the term “business” which is the 
prime ingredient in respect of the offence signifies of ‘any activity which is entered 
with the objective of profit’. Now coming to the evidence of PWs in respect to the 
claim of the defence it appears that one accused person was apprehended with the 
railway ticket and forms bearing name of the other passenger and on the statement 
of the apprehended accused the other co-accused was implicated of involvement in 
the business of railway ticket but at the same time PW-6, the passenger in whose 
name ticket was booked has clearly stated that both the accused persons was known 
to  him  and  the  ticket  was  procured  only  to  help  him  out  of  the  prevailing 
circumstances and this fact has also been came out of the evidence of the E.O. of 
the case. Further the fact of the genuine recovery of the filled-up forms from the 
possessions of the accused could not be clearly established by the prosecution or the 
examination of the authenticity of the writings and signatures co-relating the same to 
substantiate the fact  that the accused had made preparations to procure railway 
tickets for the purpose of business.  Conclusively, considering the evidence of PWs in 
totality, it appears that the prosecution has failed to bring out the fact with clarity of 
involvement of both the accused persons in the business of illegal touting of railway 
ticket due to insufficient evidence.  

 

Order

13.   From  the  above  appraisal,  appreciation  of  evidence  on  record  and  the 
application of law I find that the prosecution has failed to prove the offence U/S 143 
R.A. against the accused person beyond all reasonable doubts.
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14.   Both  the  accused  persons  are  acquitted  of  the  case  and  set  at  liberty  
henceforth.

15.    Bail bonds shall remain in force for next 6 months.

16.   Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 24 th of January 2017 at 
Guwahati.        

                                                                                  

Sri Devojyoti Bhuyan, AJS

                Special Railway Magistrate,Guwahati
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Appendix of the CR case no. 929c/15

Prosecution Evidence (8 Nos.)
  1. PW-1 Sri Ranjit Kr. Bezbaruah. 
  2. PW-2 Md. Kamal Hussain.
  3. PW-3 Sri Binod Kr. Yadav.
  4. PW-4 Sri K.N.Devpujari.

5. PW-5 Md. Hanif Ali.
6. PW-6 Sri Ganesh Bhandari Chetry.
7. PW-7 Sri Sanjay Dutta
8. PW-8 Sri Ram Palat Yadav. 

  
Defence Evidence:
Nil.
Court Evidence

  Nil
Documents Exhibited by Prosecution.

  Exhibit 1 Complaint.
  Exhibit 2 Seizure List.
  Exhibit 3 Prosecution Report.

Exhibit  4  Seizure  cum Zimamnama of  original  voter  ID card  of  Ganesh Bhadari. 
Chetry.
Exhibit 5 Sketch Map.
Exhibit 6 Confessional Statement of accused Motiur Rahman.
Exhibit 7 Seizure cum zimmanama of original requisition railway form vide 
PNR no. 6742549897.
Exhibit 8 Certified copy of ID card of Ganesh Bhandari Chetry.
Exhibit 9 Certified copy of reservation/requisition railway form.
Exhibit 10 Seizure cum zimmanama of voter ID card of Rajesh Bhowmik.
Exhibit 11 Confessional statement of accused Rajesh Bhowmik.

  Material Exhibit:
1. Mat. Exhibit 1 : 2 Nos. of filled-up form..
2. Mat. Exhibit 2 : 8 Nos. of Blank form.
3. Mat. Exhibit 3 : Tatkal ticket vide PNR No. 674 2549897.
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